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Disclaimer

The enclosed materials contain general information about MGG Investment Group LP (the “Investment Manager”) and its advisory client funds. The enclosed materials are being provided to you on a confidential basis for informational and 
discussion purposes only. The enclosed materials are not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to purchase interests of any fund or future-related fund (collectively, the “Funds”) managed by the Investment Manager, nor do they 
constitute a financial promotion, investment advice or an inducement or incitement to participate in any product, offering or investment, nor do they suggest, implicitly or otherwise, that the Funds have received regulatory approval. The 
enclosed materials contain only a summary of key information, are not complete, and do not contain certain material information about the Funds, including important conflicts disclosures and risk factors associated with an investment in the 
Funds. The information contained herein is subject to change without notice. Offers and sales will be made only in accordance with the applicable securities laws pursuant to a confidential private placement memorandum (“PPM”), which 
describes risks related to an investment in the Funds, and complete documentation regarding the relevant Fund, each of which will qualify all the information contained in the enclosed materials. The PPM, including the risk factors and 
potential conflicts of interest described therein, and other governing documents should be read in their entirety and carefully prior to investment. The information contained herein does not take into account the particular investment 
objectives or financial circumstances of any specific person who may receive it. The enclosed materials are intended exclusively for the use of the person to whom it was delivered by the Investment Manager. The enclosed materials may not 
be reproduced or redistributed in whole or in part. The Investment Manager disclaims any obligation to update this document. Each person accepting the enclosed materials thereby agrees to return them promptly upon request. 

No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in the enclosed materials by the Investment Manager, the Funds, their members, 
shareholders, directors, general partners, investment advisers, or respective affiliates or employees, and no liability is accepted by such persons for the accuracy or completeness of any such information or opinions. Strategies discussed 
herein may involve investments in less liquid securities as well as leverage. Due to the potential volatility of net asset values, these products are intended for sophisticated investors who meet certain eligibility requirements, have no need for 
immediate liquidity in their investment, and can bear the risk of an investment in the relevant Fund for an extended period of time. You and your adviser(s) should consider any legal, tax, and accounting matters relevant to any investments 
discussed herein or arising therefrom. If you are subject to ERISA, this presentation is being furnished to you on the condition that it will not form a primary basis for any investment decision. The past performance of the Funds or any other 
investment vehicle or account managed or advised by the Principals of the Investment Manager is not necessarily indicative of the future results of the Funds, is presented net of all fees and expenses, and represents the reinvestment of all 
dividends, interests, and profits, and new issue profits and losses.

The information in this document is highly confidential and is being provided for your confidential use with the express understanding that, without prior written permission, you will not release this document or discuss the information 
contained herein or make reproduction of or use this memorandum for any purpose other than a preliminary evaluation of the information contained herein.

The risk factors described herein do not purport to be a complete description of investment risks in the Funds. Investors should read the complete PPM before making any decision whether or not to invest in the Funds. Investing in financial 
markets involves a substantial degree of risk. There is no guarantee or representation that the investment program, including, without limitation, its investment objectives, diversification strategies, or risk monitoring goals, will be successful, 
and investment results may vary substantially over time. Any investment in the Funds is speculative, involves a high degree of risk, and is illiquid. Nothing herein is intended to imply that the Fund's investment methodology may be considered 
"conservative," "safe," "risk free," or "risk averse." Economic, market, and other conditions could also cause the Fund to alter its investment objectives, guidelines, and restrictions. Investors in the Funds can lose all or a significant portion of 
their investment. The Funds’ performance may be volatile. The Funds may use leverage and/or derivative instruments (such as futures, options and short sales), which may result in greater losses to investors and increased volatility. In 
addition, the Funds’ fees and expenses may offset their profits. The payment of a performance-based fee to the Investment Manager may incentivize the Investment Manager to make riskier investments than it would otherwise. The value at 
which Fund investments can be liquidated may differ, sometimes significantly, from interim valuations determined by the Fund due in part to the size, concentration or illiquidity of positions held by the Fund or for other reasons. There is no 
secondary market for investors’ interests in the Funds and none is expected to develop. There are restrictions on withdrawing and transferring interests from the Funds. In making an investment decision, you must rely on your own 
examination of the Funds and the terms of the offering. You should not construe the contents of the enclosed materials as legal, tax, investment, or other advice. There can be no assurance that the investment objectives described herein 
will be achieved. Investment losses may occur, and investors could lose some or all of their investment. The Investment Manager has complete trading authority with respect to Fund investments and as a result the portfolio of the Fund could 
be highly concentrated with consequently higher risk. The Fund manager may cause the Fund to incur losses or miss opportunities to make profitable investments. The Fund may invest in non-U.S. securities which may expose investments to 
currency fluctuation as well as other risks, such as greater liquidity, higher fees, and greater instability. The Fund does not intend to register as an investment company under the U.S. Investment Company Act of 1940 or similar laws or 
regulations so such laws or regulations will not be applicable. Other risks include those related to investing in loans and other debt instruments and investing in the middle market, which are less liquid and have greater risk than other 
investments, fraud risk, the inability to source or obtain loans on advantageous terms and the risk of lender liability, among other risks.  
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Disclaimer

Certain information contained in this document constitutes “forward-looking statements,” which can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “target,” “project,” “estimate,” 
“intend,” “continue,” or “believe,” or the negatives thereof, other variations thereon, or comparable terminology. Due to various risks and uncertainties, actual events, results, or the actual performance of the Funds may differ materially from 
those reflected or contemplated in such forward-looking statements. The Investment Manager believes that the information contained in this material is reliable but does not warrant its accuracy or completeness. The estimates, investment 
strategies, and views expressed in this document are based upon past or current market conditions and/or data and information provided by unaffiliated third parties (which has not been independently verified), and are subject to change 
without notice. References to “MGG” or “MGG Investment Group” should be deemed references to MGG Investment Group LP, a Delaware limited partnership. This information was prepared by representatives of the Investment Manager. 
Park Hill Group LLC, its affiliates and their respective officers, directors, partners, unit holders, managers, members and employees (collectively “Park Hill”), acting as placement agent, expressly disclaim any representation or warranty 
regarding involvement in or responsibility for any information or forward looking statements contained herein or the performance of the Fund. Park Hill Group LLC is a U.S. Broker-dealer registered with FINRA.  Park Hill Group is represented in 
the United Kingdom by PJT Partners (UK) Ltd, authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Park Hill Group LLC is represented in Hong Kong by PJT Partners (HK) Ltd, authorised and regulated by the securities and futures 
commission. Park Hill Group LLC makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein. Nor do they have any obligation to update the information contained herein. 
Nor should anything contained herein be relied upon as a promise or representation as to past or future performance. This paragraph also applies to BCW Securities LLC, as placement agent, as applicable.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, each recipient to this presentation may disclose to any and all persons, without limitation of any kind, the tax treatment and tax structure of: (i) the Funds and (ii) any of the Funds' transactions, 
and all materials of any kind (including opinions or other tax analyses) relating to such tax treatment and tax structure. The distribution of the information contained herein in certain jurisdictions may be restricted, and, accordingly, it is the 
responsibility of any prospective investor to satisfy itself as to compliance with relevant laws and regulations. 

The presentation includes manager estimates only that are based on assumptions that are subject to change; actual results may vary. Additional information can be provided up on request.  Return metrics are not a guarantee of future 
results and are presented gross of fees unless otherwise indicated. Sources available upon request.

Portfolio company data reflect weighted averages. IRR values represent time series calculations for each investment and excludes any overall portfolio leverage (unless otherwise stated) and may in certain cases include estimated value from 
warrants and/or exit or similar fees. IRR includes the upfront fee/OID, assumes no default or principal loss (“Gross IRR”), is calculated at cost, an estimated three year maturity, and all scheduled payments including any for call protection are 
made. Capital invested may represent percent of Fund capital funded and expected to be held not syndicated. Debt/EBITDA reflects debt (and Net Debt/EBITDA reflects debt net of unrestricted cash) through the security tranche MGG holds 
(excluding MGG asset-based investments, if any). Weighted average EBITDA and Revenue exclude certain or all ABL loans. MOIC reflects estimated money on invested capital over a three-year period without taking into account full warrant 
value. Net estimated IRRs assume 1.5% management fee and 15% incentive allocation. “FCCR” refers to fixed charge coverage ratio. IRRs and coupons may reflect Libor rates different than the most current Libor rates. Individual funds and 
individual investors may have different actual portfolios and different actual returns, each of which may vary materially from each other and those described herein. Estimated loan IRRs generally reflect date of initial investment and are not 
updated. Call protection data excludes revolvers and Excluded Investments.

Recipient acknowledges that, except as may be set forth in a definitive, written financing agreement in respect of a potential transaction involving Recipient and MGG Specialty Finance Fund LP (“MGG”) or its affiliates, neither Recipient nor 
MGG or its affiliates, nor any of its or their directors, officers, employees or advisors shall have made or be deemed to have made, or shall be responsible for, any representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to the accuracy 
or completeness of the Information contained or referred to herein or in any other documents or data related or referred to herein or any duty to update any such information and the parties agree that no party shall have any obligation with 
respect to any potential transaction unless and until the parties enter into a mutually agreeable definitive written financing agreement with respect to a potential transaction.  Further, it is acknowledged hereby by Recipient that only those 
representations and warranties made by MGG in a definitive, written financing agreement in respect of any  potential transaction executed and delivered by an officer of each party or other authorized person on behalf of each party shall have 
any force or effect.
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Direct Lending/Special Situations with Differentiated 

Non-Sponsor Sourcing and Focus

Attractive Market with Deep Supply/Demand Imbalance

Conservative Underwriting, Covenants and Risk 

Management

Experience and Success Investing Across Cycles

→ Zero Losses

Uncorrelated, differentiated direct lending and special situations portfolio designed to 

deliver constant high cash yields and superior risk-adjusted returns (on an absolute and 

relative basis) in all market cycles 

20+
year sourcing network

15.53%
current est. portfolio IRR est. (approximately 0.5x leverage)

12.33% (unlevered)

$1.6+ billion
total equity

1,000+ deals
average sourced per year

MGG: Private Credit with Distinct Strategy
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PROFESSIONAL SPORTS 

FRANCHISE

The Borrower is an NHL Franchise and is based in the Phoenix suburb of 

Glendale, Arizona 

TIGHT TIME FRAME TO 

BUY AT BIG DISCOUNT

The team’s majority shareholder had roughly 60 days to buy out the more 

than 45% of the team he did not own – at a roughly 50% discount

OWNER NOT CASH LIQUID

Majority shareholder lacked ready liquidity, and given he had borrowed 

from MGG two times previously, MGG must consider whether or not to 

extend a $150,000,000 credit facility, consisting of a $110,000,000 first 

lien loan and a $40,000,000 second lien loan

Case Study - Project Moon

Background
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Case Study - Project Moon

Terms

SECURITY

Original Total Commitment: $150 million

$110 MM 1st Lien Term Loan

$ 40 MM 2nd Lien Term Loan

INTEREST

1st Lien: L + 8.25%, payable monthly / 1.25% LIBOR Floor

2nd Lien: 11.44% (fixed), accrued monthly and paid-in-kind ($80M 

payable at maturity)

OID 2.0% on the total $150 million commitment

MATURITY 1st Lien: 4 years; 2nd Lien: 6 years

EXIT FEE

1st Lien: 3.5% of total 1st Lien commitment amount

2nd Lien: 100% of the total 2nd Lien drawn amount (implied 2.0x MOIC 

at prepayment) 

PREPAYMENT PENALTY
1st Lien: NC -1, subject to 3.5% exit fee at all times

2nd Lien: Callable at any time, subject to exit fee

COVENANTS
Minimum EBITDA, Minimum Liquidity, Maximum Capital Expenditure, 

Minimum Contractually Obligated Revenue, Maximum Loan-to-Value
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Case Study - Project Moon

Capital Structure

PF Capitalization ($ millions) Excl. Advances

Security

$Face

Comm.

Including

Exit Fees

LTV % 

(Comm.) 

LTV % 

(w/ Fees) 

NHL Leaguewide Facility $100.0 $100.0 28% 28% 

1st Lien Term Loan 93.8 97.1 60% 61% 

1st Lien Delayed Draw Term Loan 16.2 16.8 60% 61% 

1st Lien Debt (excl. advances) $210.0 $213.9 60% 61% 

2nd Lien Term Loan 35.0 70.0 71% 83% 

2nd Lien Delayed Draw Term Loan 5.0 10.0 71% 83% 

1st + 2nd Lien Debt  $250.0 $293.9 71% 83% 

Cash 4.0 4.0 1% 1% 

Net Debt $246.0 $289.9 70% 82% 

Implied Equity 106.0 62.2 30% 18% 

Total Capitalization $352.0 $352.0 100% 100% 
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Case Study - Project Moon

Investment Thesis

FRANCHISE VALUE 

PROVIDES PRINCIPAL 

PROTECTION 

Franchise value provides principal protection to MGG’s investment. Per 

prior sales and independent appraisal, MGG believes the team worth at 

least $352 million in a distressed sale—well above MGG debt

UPSIDE POTENTIAL FROM 

FAVORABLE TAILWINDS

Valuation upside potential from favorable tailwinds, including improving 

CBA and increasing contracted TV broadcasting revenues. 

STABLE CASH FLOWS

Stable multi-year contracts with major national broadcasters, the NHL, 

season tickets and corporate sponsorships. Approximately +70% of total 

revenue is stable, predictable, or contracted on a year-to-year basis

VALUATION PREMIUM 

DUE TO TEAM’S MOBILITY

Team’s lack of lease and 100% mobility add upside premium to its 

valuation. Flexibility to move provides a premium to its valuation. $500 

million expansion fee for new Las Vegas team is an indicative valuation of 

the scarcity and premium value given to teams with flexibility to “start 

fresh” in new location

NHL GUARANTEE
In event of covenant breach, if MGG funds expenses deficit, if any, for up 

to a year, NHL provides guarantee that MGG fully repaid 
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Case Study - Project Moon

Risks

TEAM IS NOT PROFITABLE

OWNER IS NOT CASH RICH

NEED TO NEGOTIATE WITH THE NHL, NOT JUST THE BORROWER

NO AMORTIZATION

LARGE, CONCENTRATED POSITION
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Case Study - Project Moon
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Indicative Valuation Ranges

Barroway Control Acquisition Precedent Standard Sales Las Vegas

Expansion Fee

Prob. Weighted

x Revenue ~3.1x 2.9 – 3.0x 5.1x 3.5 – 3.7x

% LTV 82% 80-88% 50% 70-73%

% Probability 45% 30% 25% 100%
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Note: Valuation multiples are based on Fiscal Year 2017 Revenue (MGG Base Case) of $98.2 million, excluding expansion fees

Midpoint: 

$352 MM

3.58x ’17 Rev.

71% LTV

Total Committed Debt (Excluding Advances) at Close of $250 million (MGG Term Loans of $150 million)

Valuation Summary
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Case Study - Project Moon (Realized)

OWNER COVENANT 

BREACH

Owner unable to pay required team operating expenses without help from 

MGG

SUPPLEMENTAL LOAN 

NEEDED

MGG provides supplemental loan of $38 million to cover operating deficit 

and bridge to a sale of the team

OWNER RUNS SALES 

PROCESS

Owner runs somewhat chaotic sales process spurning varied good offers 

but ultimately successfully selling team for higher value

LOAN REPAID IN FULL

Sale results in full payback of MGG loan generating 22% realized gross 

IRR   

First Lien IRR 14.64%

Second Lien IRR 40.08%

Supplemental First Lien IRR 29.83%


